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Industry 4.0 Self-Assessment
By Sisteplant
The aim of the following document is to provide some tips and advice for the correct use
of the Excel based tool Industry 4.0 Self-Assessment, developed by Sisteplant. The tool
is composed of two main parts: The Questionnaire, where several questions are asked
to acquire the information needed; and the Results, where the potential improvements
desired by the client are defined and the steps to achieve them are explained.
When the tool is started, a simple screen will appear (picture below). It is mandatory to
complete all the forms before you click the Results. It is recommended to complete the
forms in the given order. You can change any of the answers as many times as you want
before clicking Results. After that, no changes are allowed. You can check your answers
before clicking Results. You can also delete all the answers clicking Restart
Questionnaire.

Details of each box are listed below:
1- IDENTIFICATION:
Except for the Company name, for the
rest of the questions the answers must
be chosen from the options given (drop
down menu).

2- OBJECTIVES:
The user must choose the objectives
that he/she is more interested in. It is
possible to choose all of them.
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3- QUESTIONNAIRE:
A sequence of 36 general question are
asked. It is possible to move from one
question to the other without
answering it. To get the results all of
them must be answered. Multiple
answers are not allowed.
4- PILLAR ASSESSMENT:
The user needs to select a level for
each pillar in which he/she sincerely
thinks his/her company is, regarding
the pillar described. Multiple or
intermediate answers are not allowed.

Once all the questions are answered the Results button will be unlocked and the
following screen will appear:

1
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1- OBJECTIVES: For each objective (pre-selected by the user); the potential
improvement and the impact of each pillar in that improvement is shown using
pie charts; check legend in nº 2 for further details.
2- INFLUENCE OF PILLARS: Using a bar chart, the influence of each pillar in the
overall improvement is shown. It is also used as a legend.
3- TOP 5 PILLARS: The 5 most influential pillars for the objectives desired by the
user are analysed. In each of them; the overall impact, the current Industry 4.0
level of the company and the required steps/tips to achieve that improvement are
detailed. Furthermore, a comparison between the user’s company and the rest
of the market is exposed, which shows the % of similar companies (same
Geographic area, Size or Sector Activity) that have developed projects in each
industry 4.0 pillar.
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